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Are Russia and Turkey on a collision course?
The murder of the Iranian hero-martyr General Soleimani created a
situation in which a war between Iran and the Axis of Kindness
(USA/Israel/KSA) became a real possibility but, at the very last
minute, Uncle Shmuel decided that he had no stomach for a full-scale
war against Iran. Wise decision.
This, however, does not at all imply that the AngloZionist Empire
decided to stand by idly, far from it. Pg 1-5

On Hanging from the Blades of a Bulldozer: AlNaem is Every Palestinian

The body of Mohammed al-Naem (27) was dragged by an Israeli military bulldozer
near the Gaza fence. (Photo: via Social Media)

How is one to apply rational political analysis to what is inherently
irrational? What kind of political theory must one consult to formulate
and test hypotheses when the information at hand is so grizzly,
sadistic, and reeking with unbearable contradictions?
Seeing the gaunt body of Mohammed al-Naem hanging from the
blades of an Israeli military bulldozer near the fence, which separates
besieged Gaza from Israel, left me speechless. There is nothing in the
field of political science that can convincingly explain the logic of that
heart-rending scene. Pg 5-7

Syria’s War of Self-Defence
Continuing in efforts to get the OPCW fraud exposed to the Western
mainstream media’s sheltered and blinkered audience, I recently had
an opportunity to have an opinion article published in the Sydney
Morning Herald. This followed a formal complaint to ACMA,
Australia’s media overseer, over the failure of state broadcasters to
report on the OPCW story. The proviso for this article was that the
OPCW “story” needed to be linked in some way to current events in
Syria, given its controversial nature. Pg 7-9

Like reality and truth, a fact is
absolute. It never changes, it is
immutable and eternal. Our
understanding of the facts may differ
because we only have the available
evidence to inform our knowledge of
the facts. The availability of evidence
is vital if we are to have any hope of
knowing the facts. Our access to
evidence doesn’t change the facts, it
merely limits or expands our
knowledge of them. Pg 9-15

Smashing Terrorists in Syria
the Only Viable Option
Addressing the UN Human Rights
Council in Geneva on Tuesday,
Russian Foreign Minister Sergey
Lavrov said agreeing to another truce
in Syria’s terrorist-infested Idlib
province means surrendering to and
emboldening their extremism.
The only viable option is eliminating
their presence in Idlib, surrounding
areas, and throughout Syria by
smashing them — the only language
they and their US/NATO/Turkish/
Israeli/Saudi backers understand. Pg
15-17

Additional Articles
Russiagate 2 on Everyone’s Mind:
Pg 17-19

Coronavirus: Hysteria reaches
“tipping point”: Pg 19-21
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terrorists” with a lot of support
including equipment,
MANPADs, tanks and armored
personnel carriers. The Turks
actually went as far as sending
Source: https://thesaker.is/are-russia- special forces to assist the “bad
and-turkey-on-a-collision-course/ terrorists” directly. Finally,
from footage taken by Russian
By The Saker
and Syrian drones, and even the
“bad terrorists” themselves, it
The need to take quick and
appears undeniable that Turkish
determined action became
MLRS and regular artillery
particularly acute following the provided the “bad terrorists”
huge anti-US demonstrations in with fire support.
Iraq (well over one million
people in the streets!) which
Both sides also agree that a
directly put at risk the US
number of Turkish personnel
occupation (the MSM would call were killed (they only disagree
it “presence”) in both Iraq and on how many and what these
Syria.
Turks were doing in Syria).

Are Russia and
Turkey on a
collision course?

At the same time, Turkish
President Erdogan’s refusal to
remove all the “bad terrorists”
from the Idlib province
eventually resulted in a joint
Syrian-Russian offensive to
liberate the province. That
offensive, in turn, clearly
infuriated the Turks who warned
of a major military operation to
prevent the Syrians from
liberating their own country.

Finally, and most ominously,
there is even a video circulating
on the Internet which appears to
show a US “Stinger” being fired
by the “bad terrorists” at a
Russian aircraft which, thank
God, managed to evade it
(unlike 2 Syrian Army
helicopters which were shot
down).

retaliate (just as they have every
time Russian military personnel
have been killed) kill scores of
Turks.
The Russian position is very
straightforward. It goes
something like this:
The Turks committed to remove
all the “bad terrorists” from the
Idlib province, leaving only the
“good terrorists” who are
committed to a ceasefire and a
political peace process in place.
That did not happen. In this
case, the Syrians clearly have to
do themselves what the Turks
refused (or could not) do. The
Russian military presence in
Syria, and the Russian military
operations, are all absolutely
legitimate and legal: the
legitimate government of Syria
invited the Russians in, and the
UNSC agreed to back the Syrian
peace process. Thus the Russian
Aerospace Forces’ strikes
against the “bad terrorists” are
absolutely legal. Furthermore,
Russia very much deplores the
presence of regular Turkish units
among the “bad terrorists”
which is both illegal and very
unhelpful. Finally, the Russian
Aerospace forces have no way to
determine who sits in which
tank, or who provides artillery
cover for the operations of the
“bad terrorists”. Thus, if
Turkish military personnel are
killed in Syrian or Russian
operations, this would be
entirely the fault of Ankara.

So the first conclusion that we
can come to is that the Turks are
This begs the question: are
already engaged in combat
Russia and Turkey really on a
operations against the Syrians.
collision course?
For the time being, these combat
operations are just below the
There are certainly some very threshold of “credible
worrying warning signs
deniability”, but not by much.
including a number of very
For example, if the Turks had
harsh statements by Erdogan
shot down a Russian aircraft you
himself, and a suddenly recan be pretty certain that the
kindled Turkish interest for the Russian public opinion (which
US “Patriots”.
has still not forgiven Erdogan
for the downed Su-24) would
So far the Turkish military
On the ground in Idlib, the Turks have demanded that the Russian operation has been rather
have clearly provided the “bad Aerospace Forces massively
unsuccessful and limited.
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But Erdogan is now promising a confirmed by the very poor
That kind of language is, of
major attack.
performance of Turkish forces in course, very dangerous but, at
Syria.
least so far, the Turkish
Will that happen and what can
operation has been both limited
the Turks really do?
What about a conflict limited to and unsuccessful. Syrian
Syria?
President Assad was not
First and foremost, Turkey does
impressed and declared that:
not have the means to enter into Again, Turkey is in a bad
a full-scale conflict with Russia. position. For one thing, the
It also means that we must not
Turkey cannot do that for
Syrians and, even more so, the
rest idle, but prepare for the
political, economic and military Russians control the airspace
battles to come. As a result, the
reasons:
above Idlib. The Turks are so
battle to liberate the Aleppo and
frustrated with this state of
Idlib countryside continues
Political: the simple truth is that affairs that they have now
regardless of some empty sound
Turkey (and Erdogan)
reportedly asked the US to
bubbles coming from the north
desperately need Russian
deploy Patriot missiles in
(vain threats from Erdogan), just
political support, not only
southern Turkey. This is a rather
as the battle continues to
towards the West, but also
bizarre request, especially
liberate all of Syrian soil, crush
towards Iraq, Iran or Israel.
considering that Turkey
terrorism and achieve stability.
Furthermore, Erdogan has now purchased S-400s from Russia
clearly deeply alienated the
or how pathetically the Patriots In the meantime, in Iraq, the US
Europeans who are fed up with actually performed (recently in has apparently dug-in and
Erdogan’s constant threats to
the KSA and elsewhere before categorically refuses to leave. In
open the “refugees” spigot. As that). This, by the way, might practical terms this means that
for the Turks, they have already well be a case of fake news
the Iraqis will have to step up
known for years that the EU will (https://www.rt.com/news/481721-us- their anti-US campaign both
never accept them and that
no-patriots-turkey/) since,
politically (more protests and
NATO will not support Turkey apparently, there are no Patriots demonstrations) and militarily
in its (very dangerous)
available for Turkey even if the (more IEDs, convoy attacks and,
operations in Iraq and Syria.
US agreed to sell.
probably soon, drone, cruise
missile and ballistic missile
Economic: Turkey’s economy Then there is the bellicose
attacks on US targets in Iraq). I
really suffered from the
rhetoric we hear from Erdogan. don’t believe that the US will be
sanctions introduced by Russia For example, he recently
able to sustain that kind of
following the shooting down of declared that:
pressure in the mid to long term,
the Russian Su-24 by Turkish
especially not in an election year
aircraft (backed by USAF
“The regime, backed by Russian (which promises to be hellish
fighters). What was true then is
forces and Iran-backed
anyway). Right now, the Idioteven more true now, and the
militants, are continuously
in-Chief seems to think that
Turkish public opinion
attacking civilians, committing threatening Iraq with “very big
understands that.
massacres and shedding blood, sanctions”
(…) I hereby declare that we (https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitic
al/trump-says-us-will-not-leave-iraqMilitary: the past years have
will strike regime forces
unless-billions-air-base-are-repaid) is
been absolutely disastrous for
everywhere from now on
the Turkish armed forces which regardless of the [2018] deal if the way to restore good
were purged following the coup any tiny bit of harm is dealt to relationships. In reality, all this
attempt against Erdogan. This our soldiers at observation posts will do is to further inflame antiUS feelings in Iraq and the rest
sorry state of affairs is indirectly
or elsewhere.”
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of the region.
Then there is the tactical
situation. Please check these
two maps:

The part in red shows the
government controlled areas.
The light blue (or light green on
the 2nd map) show the Turkish
deployment. The part in olive
green (or darker green on the
2nd map) shows the parts of the
Idlib province which are still
under Takfiri occupation.
Finally, the small region around
Tell Rifaat are controlled by the
Kurds.
The Syrian forces, backed by
Russia, have now pushed back
the latest Turkish+Takfiri attack
north and west of Aleppo and
they are now attacking the
southern tip of the Takfiri
occupation zone around the
Zawiya mountain and highlands,
see here:

The Syrians have options here.
They can either gradually push
north, or they can try to envelop
the Takfiri forces in a
“cauldron”. Finally, the Syrians
would score a major victory if
they succeeded in regaining
control of the highway between
Aleppo and Latakia (in blue on
the map).

Germany will meet (probably in
Istanbul) to try to find a
negotiated solution.
Considering that Turkish
soldiers are killed every day and
already that 2 Syrian helicopters
have been shot down, this might
be too late to avoid an
escalation.

I will conclude here by posting a
As for the Turkish-backed
(minimally corrected) machine
Takfiris, they are pushing very translation of a Russian
hard towards Idlib, so far with translation of a text originally
only moderate and temporary
written by a Turkish political
successes (they typically take a commentator and translated into
location at huge cost in lives and Russian by a Telegram channel:
equipment and then cannot hold (emphasis added)
on to it as soon as the Syrians
and Russians bomb the crap out Russia’s strategy from the very
of their newly conquered
beginning was to return full
positions).
control of Syrian territories to
Assad. And Moscow was
All of this is taking place while implementing its plans, getting
Syrian, Russian, Turkish and US closer to the goal step by step.
patrols are regularly meeting,
As long as Damascus will not
often in rather tense situations
take Idlib, the operation will
which could quickly escalate
continue. You don’t need to be
into a firefight or, even worse,
an expert in this field to
an open battle. There is also the understand this. This is obvious.
risk of an incident in the air
Someone says that Erdogan’s
since these four nations also
trip to Ukraine played a role in
conduct air operations over
the offensive operations of
Syria. And, just like in the case Damascus. In fact, this visit is
of the ground operations, Syrian the result of the Syrian army’s
and Russian air operations are
offensive. The Turkish
legal under international law,
President went to Kiev just after
Turkish, US or Israeli operations
tensions rose between the
are not and constitute an act of
Turkish armed forces and the
“aggression” (n.b: the highest
Russian side. Erdogan is in
crime under international law).
Ukraine made statements that
have caused irritation in
So far, the various negotiations
Moscow.
between the parties have not
yielded any result. This might
Turkish diplomacy was at an
change on March 5th when a
impasse. We discussed for a
conference on Syria attended by long time that you can’t put all
Turkey, Russia, France and
your eggs in one Russian basket.
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And they said: we will buy the S- diplomatic strategy. Everyone https://www.mintpressnews.com/syriaenergy-dominance-russia-aligning400, build a nuclear power
should understand this.
with-israel-against-iran/264661/).
plant, and develop tourism. And
Putin was made a hero in our The risk for Erdogan is obvious: That will not work, as both the
country. And now the defense in case of a serious confrontation Russians and the Iranians are
waaaaaaay too savvy to fall for
Secretary is talking about
with Russia (and Syria AND
such primitive things. The US
buying American patriot air Iran, don’t forget them!), the
defense systems. And the
consequences for Turkey might also tried to instigate riots inside
Iran, but they quickly petered
President is talking about
be severe, resulting in a sharp
acquiring Patriot. “We did not rise in anti-Erdogan feelings in out (as did the rumors about the
succeed with Russia, we will get Turkey, something he can hardly US deliberately shooting down
the Ukrainian airliner).
closer to the United States” – afford.
this is not how foreign policy is
done. We need consistency in And that brings us to the current The Middle-East is impossible
foreign policy. It is not
US/NATO/CENTCOM posture to predict, it is too complex and
there are too many possible
appropriate for a country with following the assassination of
a strong military power to
General Soleimani I mentioned factors which influence the
change sides between world in the beginning of this article. situation. Still, my guess is that
the March 5th conference,
powers once a week.
The risks of a quick and
dangerous escalation involving assuming it takes place, will
force Erdogan to back down and
What we are still discussing the USA and Iran are still
these days: we need to get
extremely high. The same can re-pledge his commitment to
bringing back security to the
closer to Europe and the US be said for the risks of a
against Russia. These
resumption of anti-US attacks by Idlib province. That is, as far as
discussions worry our
Iraqi Shia forces. Then there are I can see, the only way for
entrepreneurs who work with the conflicts in both Afghanistan Erdogan to avoid an
embarrassing military defeat
Russia. The tourism sector is and Yemen, which Uncle
concerned. Without Russian Shmuel probably would prefer with possibly very serious
tourists, our tourism sector to end, but has no idea how. In political consequences.
cannot fill all the volumes and these countries a rapid escalation
Conversely, should there be an
make a profit. We have not yet could occur at any time,
open clash between Turkey and
been able to resolve these
especially following Iran’s
issues, and we are discussing a officially declared goal to kick Syria+Russia, then I don’t see
clash with Russia. Let’s
the US out of the Middle-East. NATO intervening to back
remember what happened after And now, there is a risk of major Turkey. At the most, the
Turkey shot down a Russian escalation between Turkey, Syria US/NATO can send forces to
plane. Our tourism sector could and Russia: such an escalation “protect” Turkey and equipment,
not recover for two years. What would have a major potential to but in both cases these would not
be effective (the problems of the
to expect from a military clash. suck in the US forces in the
We have to talk about it.
region, even if nobody does so Turkish military are too big to be
deliberately (or if the Iranians do solved by such mostly symbolic
actions). While some more
The goal of our state: to live in that very deliberately).
rabid countries (Poland,
peace on our land, and keep all
the troubles away from yourself, Right now Uncle Shmuel is busy Netherlands, UK and, of course,
while doing this to attract new with a strategic PSYOP trying to the USA) might be tempted to
get a major NATO action going
troubles – this is not an
get Russia and Iran into a
against Syria and, through that,
indicator of a good military conflict (see this propaganda
against Russia, the mentally
strategy or a well-thought-out piece for example saner EU countries have exactly
4
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zero desire to end up in a war
against Russia, not over the
Ukraine, and not over Syria.

human rights – thus of Israel’s man’s body was in fact
violation of these rights, of
“collected” by a bulldozer,
justice and peace – often
countered with the same familiar
contending that one is the
lines – that Naem, along with his
Thus while Erdogan is
prerequisite to the other. But
peers, were members of a
desperately trying to pit the USA how about humiliation, just for “terrorist organization” and that
against Russia, this will not
the sake of humiliation?
they were planting explosives
work, especially since this latest
near the fence.
pro-US “zag” will only further How about the purposeful
alienate Iran (and the rest of the degradation of Palestinian
Sadly, many are willing to
region). I predict that after the women and men who, daily,
consume this kind of
March 5th conference, Erdogan would have to navigate
propaganda, always ready and
will be forced to resume his
numerous obstacles imposed on willing to blame Palestinians
“friendship” with Putin and
them by the Israeli army, not
for anything and everything.
basically cave in.
only to survive but also to
preserve as much of their dignity But let’s assume for a minute
If that does not happen, for
as possible under circumstances that the Israeli army narrative is
whatever reason, an escalation that are almost entirely out of
true. Should we be surprised that
will be pretty close to inevitable. their control.
a man who grew up under siege,
who experienced, since
was only 27 years old
childhood, the most horrific and
On Hanging from Naem
when he was killed, thus he was unjust Israeli wars, would grow
the Blades of a merely 13 years of age when up to be a fighter, defending
placed the minuscule Gaza whatever dignity that is left for
Bulldozer: Al-Naem Israel
– 365 square kilometers – under him and his family?
is Every Palestinian a hermetic and deadly siege
(https://www.ochaopt.org/theme/gaza- What is so shocking about
Source:
blockade).
Palestinians fighting back? Why
http://www.palestinechronicle.com/ondo the rules that applied to every
hanging-from-the-blades-of-aChances are Naem’s political
national liberation movement
bulldozer-al-naem-is-everydiscourse was already inundated around the world and throughout
palestinian/
with terminology that no child history, do not apply to
By Ramzy Baroud
anywhere in the world should be Palestinians?
exposed to. He must have
Come to think of it, killing a
already been familiar with the Why should Palestinians take
Palestinian then dragging his
concept of martyrdom, as he
their punishment and accept
lifeless body using the blades of watched close relatives, friends their perpetual humiliation,
a bulldozer, thus denying his
and neighbors, children of his
besiegement, and victimhood as
family the dignity of burying
age and even younger being
if they are subhumans incapable
their beloved son or daughter
killed by the Israeli military for of engaging with the most basic
(https://electronicintifada.net/content/f no reason whatsoever except
human instincts, that of selfour-eyewitnesses-describe-murdertheir insistence to live a life of defense, sacrifice, and selfrachel-corrie/4460), is unique to
dignity – a wish that Naem
preservation?
Israel; an act that manifests itself himself was denied.
in numerous ways every single
Naem must have joined the
day in occupied Palestine.
The Israeli military, which was Great March of Return at some
forced to accept the damning
point, which, at its peak, was the
We often speak of Palestinian
evidence that the Palestinian
largest collective non-violent
5
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mobilization anywhere in the
world.

although unwittingly, sent a
message to the rest of the world:
this is us, Israel is the bulldozer,
Tens of thousands of besieged and this is them, Naem is the
Gazans took part in that
Palestinians, in all of their
inspiring spectacle, starting on vulnerability, nakedness, and
March 30, 2018, where they
defeat, and there is nothing that
have gathered every single week anyone can do about it.
facing Israeli snipers with
nothing but their bare chests and “Israel has the right to defend
resounding chants.
itself” is the typical retort
emanating from Washington and
Yet over 300 of these protesters its western allies, and now, even
were killed in the first year alone by some Arabs. Translation:
(https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/ma Israel has the right to oppress
ureen-clare-murphy/nearly-300and besiege Palestinians, to
palestinians-killed-29000-injureddisrupt any sense of normalcy in
2018). Among the thousands who their life, to deny them food and
were injured, hundreds of lost medicine, to block every
limbs, becoming physically
entrance and every exit, to trap
disabled for life.
them for eternity; Israel also has
the right to kill anyone who
While Gazans continue to reel dares challenge this inhumane
under the horrific impacts of the paradigm, and, when it chooses,
Israeli siege, one can only
to dangle his or her corpse from
imagine the kind of inadequate the blades of a bulldozer, so that
medical attention these wounded it can restate the rules of the
men, women and children have game over and over again.
received.

Palestinians by Israeli Zionists
has been the most consistent
discourse that is shared by all of
them, even when they claim to
represent the political right, left
or center.
The perception of Palestinians as
‘beasts’ and ‘cockroaches’ who
deserve to be erased and
ethnically cleansed without
impunity has penetrated every
stratum of Israeli society,
politics, and even school
curricula.

The grisly murder of Naem
represents the essence of
Zionism, a political ideology
that was modeled after
European fascism, and despite
its claims of progress and
enlightenment has remained
the world’s most backward
political philosophy
consistently – as it is
predicated on discrimination
and violence against those who
belong to the ‘wrong’ religion,
Political science cannot help us the ‘wrong’ race, and the
much here, but history can. The ‘wrong’ color.
humiliation of the Palestinians is
part and parcel of an Israeli
Naem’s death will not end
historical discourse that has
resistance in Gaza, as
dehumanized the Palestinians to subsequent events have
the extent that during the
demonstrated. Instead, it would
genocidal war of 2014, Israelis further accentuate the savagery
gathered to watch the onslaught of Israel as a heartless military
in Gaza, dancing and barbecuing occupier in the minds of
and cheering every time white Palestinians, Arabs, Muslims,
phosphorous came raining down and anyone who can see through
on hapless Palestinians
Israeli state-sanctioned lies and
(https://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/15/ propaganda.

The fact is, Naem is Gaza. He is
every Palestinian man, woman,
and child in that tragic place. He
is also every Palestinian man,
woman, and child standing at an
Israeli military checkpoint in the
West Bank, hoping to be granted
entry to their jobs, schools,
hospitals or back home. Naem is
every prisoner held unlawfully
in Israeli prisons, tortured and
humiliated as a punishment for
demanding the most basic rights
for his people.
world/middleeast/israelis-watch-

bombs-drop-on-gaza-from-front-rowseats.html).

Israel does not want peace
The Israeli bulldozer that
with the Palestinians, because
dangled Naem as if some
peace-makers do not besiege
sacrificial lamb, in front of TV But this should not come as a
people, do not kill innocent
cameras in the middle of the day, surprise. The dehumanization of
6
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children, do not destroy
people’s lives and deprive
them of their dignity. And,
most importantly, because
peace-makers do not dangle
the corpses of young men from
the blades of military
bulldozers.

Syria’s War of SelfDefence

water
(https://johnmenadue.com/davidmacilwain-australian-media-and-itsregulator-conceal-the-true-story-ofchemical-weapons-attacks-in-syria/).

Then at least they would be
already swimming with it if the
water came up rather suddenly,
and be ready with some
explanation or excuse on how
they had been wrong or didn’t
know.

Naturally and unavoidably I
criticised those media for relying
on unbalanced and unsavoury
sources, and for providing
platforms for
“propagandumentaries” like For
Sama. The awarding and release
of this film to coincide with the
campaign to liberate Idlib
deserves a whole article of its
own, as more doctors with
photogenic young children now
appear in the last hospitals in
Idlib.

It didn’t even need to be “wrong
about Assad” – in the first
instance, and before the penny Criticism of Waad al Khatib and
dropped on the ramifications of her Oscar-winning partners in
By David Macilwain
corruption at the OPCW. As
East Aleppo could have been a
James Harkin “admitted”
mistake, but the critical role of
This, of course, I readily
(https://theintercept.com/2019/02/09/d the White Helmets in staging the
accepted, because the very
ouma-chemical-attack-evidence-syria/) “Chlorine attack” in Douma
“humanitarian crisis” in Idlib
– Jaish al Islam ruled Douma
made this part of the essential
predicted two and more years
with an Iron Fist, so the White context for a discussion on the
earlier was now eventuating, or
Helmets had to do what they
OPCW story – which was, of
at least in the minds of anyone
said, and were desperate for
course, the real focus of the
following the Western MSM
foreign assistance. It was all just article.
news output.
a big misunderstanding, and
Trump’s fault for launching a
In declining to publish my
Linking this with what happened
missile attack on an impulse.
article following consultations
in Douma in April 2018 was no
with the opinion page editor, and
problem, and in fact was more
So I wrote an article proposal, despite my assurances on the
than that, because had the lies
looking at the way that the
credentials of Ian Henderson, I
about the “humanitarian crisis
“humanitarian crisis” predicted was offered the following
in Eastern Ghouta” been
in Aleppo in 2016 and in Ghouta explanation:
properly exposed at the time,
in 2018 had not materialised,
along with the fake chemical
and had in fact been prevented
Thanks for the contribution but
attack, the course of the war
by the Syrian government’s
after talking to the opinion
would have been entirely
setting up of humanitarian
editor
I think it doesn’t work for
different.
corridors to allow people to
us as it is. There are enough
escape – to the safety of areas
questions over whether
Now two years later, as the true
protected by the Syrian Army
Henderson is telling the truth or
extent of the deception is
and Russian police. It was I said, not to make it hard to use him to
exposed, along with those who
the failure of Western media to absolve the Assad regime of war
organised it in Westminster and
report on what had actually
crimes during the war.
Washington, Tel Aviv and
happened that allowed yet
Ankara, I had hoped that
another humanitarian crisis to be To say so lightly would offend
credible newspapers like the
played as a cause for
not just the security
non-Murdoch SMH would
intervention once again.
establishment in the West but
consider dipping a toe in the
Source: https://offguardian.org/2020/02/28/syrias-warof-self-defence/
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also the many Syrians who (even the title – “Sequel to a real-life cases where civilians have been
allowing for the exaggerations horror show”.
victims of Syrian or Russian
of western propaganda) have
airstrikes.
suffered at Assad’s hands.
Such propaganda has worked not
just on the audience but on the Both militaries have gone to
Perhaps you mean that Syria is editors of our media, as it has
great lengths to avoid hitting
no worse than the rest, and as also done on most of the
civilians where they can be
the government it has a right to refugees living in Turkey. They identified, despite the incessant
use violence. But at the moment fled because they were told the stream of claims to the contrary.
it seems to whitewash Assad. Syrian Army was coming after An integral part of this effort has
them, and they now believe they been to provide and protect
In fact I’d already concluded my are in danger of retribution if
humanitarian corridors for
views “wouldn’t work” for the they were to return. The idea
civilians to escape, and many or
SMH, after just reading their
that the Syrian Army and its
most of the trapped residents
correspondent’s “Explainer” on partners are fighting and dying have bravely resisted the
the Syrian war and events that to kill the terrorists so that it will insurgents’ threats and
led up to the current crisis in
be safe for Syrians to come
propaganda to do so.
Idlib. It didn’t explain anything home is probably not one they
to me, except why it was that I can believe.
There is little verifiable
would never get an article
evidence of civilian deaths
published in this mainstream
In deference to the editor of the from Syrian bombing however,
paper!
Herald, I welcomed his
as confirmed by the White
willingness to consider my
Helmets’ evident need to fake
Almost every sentence in my
views and some of the evidence such deaths for their rescue
article contradicted the accepted supplied in links. That he did is videos. At the centre of the
Western narrative expressed by clear from his recognition that Douma hoax chemical attack
the Herald’s correspondent, as “using Henderson’s claims”
were the contorted bodies of
here:
should not be taken lightly as “it 35 women and children, whose
could absolve Assad of war
murder for a propaganda
"Assad, largely thanks to
crimes”. Which of course was video is certainly a war-crime.
Russian air power, has subdued my very point.
At the same time the number of
the rebels in most parts of the
civilians killed by the terrorist
country, partly by bombing While OffGuardian remains
groups in missile and bomb
several of his own largest cities something of a “Salon des
attacks aimed at residential
into oblivion and deploying Refuses” (http://www.visual-artsneighbourhoods now numbers in
chemical weapons against his cork.com/history-of-art/salon-desthe hundred-thousands.
refuses.htm
)
to
republish
opinion
own citizens."
unacceptable to the mainstream, The difficulty in persuading
And this is what most people it is more useful to repaint this people – even reasonable and
dispute over the OPCW’s toxic sympathetic people – of this
believe, with emotive
deception as a question of
propaganda and photos
evident truth on who is
turning belief into a conviction “whose war-crimes”. As far as responsible for the worst warwhich evidence and reasoning we – on Syria’s side – are
crime of this century – the war
concerned,
all
the
war-crimes
is unable to dislodge. The SMH
of aggression on Syria – is
article above devoted as much committed in Syria are
illustrated by another group
attributable
to
the
aggressors
space to a photo of a blonddiscussion in which I have been
haired child sitting in a bus as it who started and fuelled the war involved this week.
did to the ‘explainer’, along with on Syria, including all those
8
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On one side are those who
since the start; a “just war”
believe that President Bashar al which even the most anti-war
Assad is basically a good person activists should accept as
who has not, and would not
legitimate. So rather than pursue
intentionally kill “his own
this hopeless quest, we should
people”, and of course would
turn on the offensive.
never and never did use
chemical weapons against them, Instead of denying claims that
(or even against terrorists for
Assad used chemical weapons
that matter). One of our group, in Douma, in Khan Shaikoun,
still recovering from the pleasure and in Ghouta we must
of meeting Assad last year, dared demand evidence and proof
to refer to him as “wonderful”. that he did so, because there is
none. We could follow the style
Despite all the contributors to
of Vassily Nebenzia, expressed
this discussion claiming
so well at the start of this UN
opposition to all US foreign
session
interventions and regime-change (http://webtv.un.org/search/unitednations-security-council-arriawars and NATO support for
formula-meeting-implementation-ofextremists and tyrants, some
unscr-2118-opcw-ffm-report-onsimply cannot stomach such
douma/6125087582001/) on the
admiration for a man “who has
OPCW fraud, as he mocks the
killed civilians”, and no amount
“highly likely” standard of proof
of argument or evidence will
Syria’s enemies pretend is
counter their belief that he has.
sufficient as a casus belli.
It is as though the very first
events in the so-called uprising – Not Fact Checkers
the false-flag shootings in
Source: https://in-thisDera’a – made an indelible mark
together.com/not-fact-checkers/
on those who believed them, and
believed the false story of
By Iain Davis
“Assad’s brutal crackdown on
protestors”. And as long as they Fact Checkers claim they check
believe this, the responsibility facts for you, so you don’t have
for Syria’s dead can be shifted to. The dictionary definition of a
and shared, and one day their
fact is:
alleged culprits will be brought
to “justice” – in Western courts.
“Something that is known to

supposition or opinion; a truth,
as distinguished from fiction or
error.”
The definition of knowledge is:
“[Noun]…awareness,
understanding, or information
that has been obtained by
experience or study, and that is
either in a person’s mind or
possessed by people generally.”
Access to information is the key
component for developing
knowledge of the facts.
Knowledge doesn’t mean we
always get the facts right, but we
have no chance if information is
limited or deliberately restricted.

Vital Access to Information

Some facts are relatively easy to
understand. The boiling point of
water is a fact we can physically
measure with consistent results.
Others are more difficult to
know and therefore less certain
from our perspective. For
example, history comprises of
have happened or to exist,
Perhaps there is no answer to
especially something for which nothing other than facts but for
this dispute, where even those
proof exists, or about which us to know what they are we
need to sift through the
who are potentially most
there is information”
evidence, some reliable some
sympathetic to the Syrian cause
cannot be persuaded of its most The legal definition of a fact is: not, to build our knowledge of
the historical facts.
essential character – that the
Syrian army and its allies have “An actual and absolute reality,
fought a war of self-defence
as distinguished from mere
9
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The same is true with current
affairs and public issues. The
facts are fixed but our
knowledge of them is
determined by our access to
information. Information is
subject to many competing
forces. Censorship, propaganda,
commercial interest, fabrication,
omission and basic human error
all combine to distort, obfuscate
or over emphasise information
(evidence). This makes knowing
the facts about contemporary
public issues just as tricky as
knowing the historical facts,
often more so.

In short, they say they possess
the truth. If you disagree with
them, you don’t know the truth
and are therefore wrong,
regardless of the evidence you
cite.

In 2014 there were just 44 Fact
checkers worldwide. As of June
2019 there were 188
(https://reporterslab.org/tag/factchecking-census/). While the whole
of Africa, Asia, Australasia and
South America have 67 fact
If you rely upon the fact
checkers between them, the
checkers for your facts you must much smaller geographical and
accept this. You no longer need less populated regions of Europe
to think critically or examine the and North America have 121. So
evidence yourself. The fact
there must be more incorrect
checkers will do the hard work information in the U.S. and
for you. They will tell you what Europe than anywhere else in
the information is, give you your the world.
knowledge and cement the facts
in your mind. All you need do is Fact Checking is a rapidly
“Google it.”
changing startup industry. In
Fortunately, we can all employ
2014 nearly 90% of Fact
critical thinking skills (https://inWhat Do Fact Checkers Checkers were directly funded
this-together.com/wgTe/Triviumby mainstream media
Do?
Method.pdf?x56485), cross
corporations. Today that figure
reference the evidence from
has dropped to just 56% with
The State (https://in-thisvarious sources and decide the together.com/why-do-we-believe-in- many more claiming they are
facts for ourselves. Thanks to the the-state/) has decided people are independent. We are going to
current iteration of the internet, incapable of critical thinking and look at how independent they
the logical pursuit of
can’t tell the difference between are.
information, forming our own facts and disinformation.
balanced judgments of the facts, Further, they propose legislation Some independent fact checkers,
has never been more accessible (https://in-this-together.com/online- such as the UK’s Full Fact, have
for ordinary folk. The process harms-roadmap-to-censorship/) that been given charity status
called thinking is the service the will fundamentally change the (https://apps.charitycommission.gov.uk
fact checkers are selling.
nature of the internet. It is in this /Showcharity/RegisterOfCharities/Cha
rityWithPartB.aspx?
political environment that fact RegisteredCharityNumber=1158683&
Fact checkers claim their
checkers have been
SubsidiaryNumber=0). The UK
knowledge of the information
commissioned to discern the
Charity commission accepted
(evidence), which identifies fact, facts
Full Fact’s charitable purpose:
is both complete and
(https://www.theguardian.com/technol
indisputable. They are certain
ogy/2019/jan/11/facebook-rolls-out“To provide free tools, advice,
about what happened,
fact-checking-operation-to-uk) and
and information so that anyone
thoroughly understand all the
present the truth to the confused
can check the claims we hear
relevant circumstances, have a public.
about public issues.”
complete grasp of reality,
knowledge of all the relevant
Fact Checkers make money by
information and are accurately
fact checking for multinational
able to determine what is fact.
corporations, non-governmental
organisations (NGO’s http://www.wrongkindofgreen.org/tag/n
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on-profit-industrial-complex/),

wealthy charitable foundations
and the mainstream media.
Global corporations, notably the
tech giants, are under
considerable political pressure
(https://in-this-together.com/onlineharms-roadmap-to-censorship/) to
employ fact checkers and devise
ways of stopping the spread of
so called disinformation.
Disinformation being anything
that questions official narratives.

The public will then be
redirected to the correct
information:

caution. We would still need to
exercise due diligence and
examine the evidence ourselves
to establish if the fact checkers
“…..If something is rated false opinions are indeed facts.
or partly false on Facebook,
starting today we’ll
automatically label identical
content if it is posted on
Instagram (and vice versa). The
label will link out to the rating
from the fact-checker and
provide links to articles from When the UK Government
credible sources that debunk the Foreign and Commonwealth
claim(s) made in the post.” Office established the Open
Information Partnership (the
Expose Network - https://in-this“Credible sources”, as far as
most International Fact
Checking Network (IFCN https://www.poynter.org/ifcn/) fact
checkers are concerned, often
means the mainstream media
(MSM -

together.com/expose-network-and-theopen-information-partnershipsummary/) they suggested their

network of actors use approved
fact checking services, such as
Full Fact in the UK, who are
members of Poynter’s
https://www.investors.com/politics/edit
International Fact Checking
orials/fact-checkers-big-media/) who
Fact Checking?
Network (IFCN). Poynter’s
they cite while seemingly
major funders
Recently Facebook announced oblivious to the MSM’s never
(https://www.poynter.org/majorthat its subsidiary Instagram was ending stream of fake news
funders/) include the Charles
working with fact checkers
output
(https://about.instagram.com/blog/ann (https://www.bitchute.com/video/5TwiB Koch Foundation, the National
Endowment for Democracy
ouncements/combatting3oNng4/).
(NED), the Omidyar Network
misinformation-on-instagram) to
(Luminate), Google and the
deploy a rating system. They
Independent Fact
Open Society Foundation.
will apply a rating “label” to all
Checkers?
information as either true, partly
Therefore it is a fact that the
false or false. Information rated
IFCN, the “official” trade
For
fact
checkers
to
have
any
as partly false or false will then
organisation for “approved”
be removed from search results credibility they need to be
fact checkers, is funded by,
scrupulously
unbiased,
and associated hashtags denied.
thoroughly independent and as among others, the
Once the label is activated
multinational corporation
objective as possible. Any
Facebook and Instagram bots
seek out all “matching” content evidence that they are not means Koch Industries, the C.I.A
they are not fact checkers at all (NED), globalist venture
and label it accordingly. Thus
but rather political organizations capitalists (Omidyar),
effectively removing the
offending information from the that offer an opinion. If they are aggressive internet
paid by people or groups with monopolists (Google) and
public domain.
clear agendas then they have no globalist currency speculator
credibility and everything they & social change agent George
Soros (Open Society). Nearly
say needs to be treated with
11
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all of the fact checking
signatories to the IFCN code
have similar agenda driven
backers. Members include
Politifact, Full Fact, StopFake
and AP Fact Check, to name
but a few.

newsworthy content that should,
as a general rule, be seen and
heard.”
Obviously this carte blanche
doesn’t extend to the general
public. Presumably because we
are all disinformation agents.

Full Fact, for example, list their
corporate members
Another Full Fact trustee Tim
(https://fullfact.org/about/corporateBBC Fake Documentary To Promote Gordon was also an advisor to
membership/) to include the City
Nick Clegg. He co founded Best
War
of London Corporation (the UK
Practice AI
Chair of the board of trustees is (https://www.bestpractice.ai/about)
financial sector and a global
center for international finance - Conservative Party donor
which was the first UK AI firm
https://www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/Pages/ Michael Samuel and he is joined invited to join the World
default.aspx), the global corporate by fellow Conservative Lord
Economic Forum’s Global AI
law firm King & Wood
Inglewood and Labour Peer
Council (GAIC). The GAIC
Malleson, St Jame’s Place
Baroness Royal. The political
bring together representatives
Wealth Management (a huge
establishment is well represented from tech giants including
global capital investment firm), when it comes to making sure Microsoft , IBM and Google’s
and the defence contractor Rolls we have the right facts.
Chinese division with British
Royce. Their funding partners
government ministers, such as
(https://fullfact.org/about/funding/)
Another Full Fact trustee is Lord former Secretary of State for
include Google, The Omidyar Sharkey Liberal Democrat Peer Digital, Culture, Media and
Network and the Open Society and former strategic adviser to Sport Jeremy Wright
foundation. They even wrote a once UK Deputy Prime Minister (https://www.theguardian.com/busines
policy proposal paper called
s/2019/jan/23/billionaires-jamboreeNick Clegg. Clegg joined
“Tackling Misinformation In an Facebook in October 2018 to
quarter-of-uk-cabinet-in-davos), who
Open Society.”
attending their council meeting
become Facebook Head of
in 2019.
Global Affairs
Full Fact’s trustees include
(https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technolog
former BBC Director of News y-45913587). In January 2019 Full GAIC is one of six WEF global
and Current Affairs James
councils focused upon
Fact became approved third
Harding. James was responsible party fact checkers
technology and the fourth
for one of the most egregious
(https://fullfact.org/blog/2019/jan/freq industrial revolution. Their
pieces of fake news war
uently-asked-questions-facebook/) for stated purpose is:
propaganda in modern history Facebook and in September
when he oversaw production of 2019 Nick announced that
“….to provide policy guidance
the BBC’s fake documentary
and address governance gaps.”
Facebook won’t “fact check”
Saving Syria’s Children
politicians in the same way that
(https://offit fact checks the general public. So as Full Fact rolls out
guardian.org/2017/02/19/savingautomated AI fact checking
Speaking of Facebook’s
syrias-children-the-worst-case-of-fake- approach to the political class
(https://fullfact.org/automated/), fully
news/).
funded by regular WEF
Clegg said:
attendees Pierre Omidyar and
“From now on we will treat George Soros, with the full
support of GAIC members
speech from politicians as
12
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Google, it is good to know these
The UAF study represents the
Not Fact Checking
projects are rooted firmly in Full
most thorough, up to date,
Fact’s independence. As they
If fact checkers check facts then scientific analysis of the collapse
only report the facts they state you would at least expect them of WTC7 (TCTT editor note:
on their website:
to report the evidence accurately. For the most complete forensic
study of what happened to the
However, all too often, they
“Full Fact fights bad
entire WTC site on 9/11 read
don’t. For example, AP Fact
information. We’re a team of Check are IFCN members who Dr.Judy Wood's book Where Did
independent fact checkers and report that World Trade Center The Towers GO? campaigners who find, expose Building 7 (WTC7) collapsed on http://wheredidthetowersgo.com/).
and counter the harm it does.” September 11th 2001 as a result Incomplete peer review of the
UAF report is no reason for AP
of fires. This “fact” was first
“Bad information” is
reported by AP Fact Check on Fact Check to ignore it. The
information that questions
13/06/2017 and remains as their NIST report, the sole source for
government policy agendas
the fire collapse theory, has
statement of fact today
and harms globalist interests. (28/02/2020.)
never been peer reviewed.
These interests are defined for
Anyone using AP Fact Check to
government by global
The engineering department of check the facts about the
institutions like the World
collapse of WTC7 would be
the University of Alaska
Economic forum, where
Fairbanks (UAF) undertook a 4 wrong if they believed AP Fact
government ministers attend year long study into the collapse Check. AP Fact Check haven’t
to get their orders.
got their facts straight.
of WTC7. The UAF report
Independent, in Full Fact
(http://ine.uaf.edu/media/222439/uaf_
speak, must mean “employed wtc7_draft_report_09-03-2019.pdf) is This is a common problem with
by global corporations and
so called fact checkers. Due to
currently open to peer review
oligarchs.”
and cites the evidence it is based the political nature of their role,
upon. It was published in draft all too often they stray into
The extensive political,
form in mid September 2019 and opinion rather than fact. There’s
intelligence, non governmental the findings were officially
nothing wrong with that except
and globalist network steering announced at the same time. It the fact checkers falsely claim
Full Fact is by no means unique categorically states:
their opinions are facts not
to them. A cursory glance at the
opinions. What’s worse is that
supporters of the other fact
the Internet is being policed and
“…..fire did not cause the
checking signatories to the IFCN collapse of WTC 7 on 9/11, information censored on the
reveal a similar web of globalist contrary to the conclusions of basis that the fact checkers
and corporate interests in
NIST and private engineering opinions are facts.
practically every case. The
firms that studied the collapse.”
IFCN, and its members, are
In January this year the
paid by people with overt
HighWire released a video
political, financial and social
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
agendas. Independence is non
v=sPSpyEi01VI) which contrasted
existent and consequently the
clips of Dr. Soumya
fact checkers claims of
Swaminathan, chief scientist for
objectivity need to be treated
the World Health Organisation
accordingly. They have no
(W.H.O). The Video was titled
credibility at all.
“W.H.O. Chief Scientist Caught
Lying To The Public.” Their was
no commentary in the Highwire
Get Your Facts Straight
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video, viewers were simply
presented with the two clips of
Dr. Swaminathan. It was left to
the viewers discretion to decide
if they believed Dr.
Swaminathan was, in fact, lying.

(https://www.jeremyrhammond.com/20 together.com/a-climate-emergency-fitfor-a-parasite-economy-part-3/).
20/02/11/fact-check-who-scientistcaught-lying-to-public-about-vaccinesafety/). Yet Facebook’s

automated fact checking labeling
system flagged the video as
‘PARTLY FALSE‘ and directed
In the first clip, from an official users to two articles from two
credible sources which both
W.H.O. vaccine promotional
video, Dr. Swaminathan states: presented specious, illogical
arguments to discredit the
factually accurate HighWire
“We have vaccine safety
systems. Robust vaccine safety video.
Creating Truth Policy
systems…. [The] WHO works
closely with countries to make In September 2019
This is not fact checking. This is
sure that vaccines can do what climatologists and
political opinion masquerading
they do best: prevent disease environmental experts protested as fact checking, deceiving the
to Facebook
without risks.”
public into believing something
(https://cdn01.dailycaller.com/wpis factually accurate (or
content/uploads/2019/09/FacebookThe second clip records Dr.
inaccurate) when, in fact, it isn’t.
Letter-9-10-19.2.pdf) after its fact
Swaminathan’s address to the
checkers labelled the article
U.N. Global Vaccine Safety
Poynter and the IFCN also
“The Great Failure of the
Summit in 2019. She informs
Climate Models” as ‘FALSE.’ confuse their opinion with fact.
the summit:
In May 2019 Poynter were
The article was blocked and
forced to issue an apology
users could not share it. The
“…..We really don’t have very
(https://www.poynter.org/letter-frominformation in the article was
good safety monitoring systems
censored. The article was based the-editor/2019/letter-from-thein many countries…..we’re not
upon the work of scientists and editor/), of sorts, to a number of
able to give clear-cut answers
media organisations after they
statisticians and was factually
when people ask questions about
issued an index of ‘unreliable’
accurate. Facebook not only
the deaths that have occurred
labelled the article FALSE they media sources. When some of
due to a particular
the listed organisations inquired
directed readers to a dubious,
vaccine…..One should be able
poorly evidenced source, calling about the basis for Poynter’s
to give a very factual account of
unfounded accusations,
that “credible.”
what exactly has happened and
requesting Poynter and the IFCN
what the cause of deaths are, but
Facebook removed the FALSE provide some evidence to back
in most cases, there is some
label shortly after receiving the up their claims, Poynter quickly
obfuscation at that level.”
removed the suggested
protest letter, without
“blacklist.”
explanation or apology. They
These two mutually exclusive
clearly accepted their fact
statements cannot both be true.
checking wasn’t checking any Poynter’s IFCN make a great
If one is, the other is a lie.
deal out of their fact checking
facts at all, simply censoring
Vaccines cannot both “prevent
factually accurate information. principles so it’s a shame they
disease without risks” while
didn’t apply any
However, in the fast paced
“deaths….have occurred due to
(https://web.archive.org/web/20190501
modern information
a particular vaccine.” The
222750/https:/www.poynter.org/ifcn/un
environment, the damage was
intention to deceive is an evident
reliable-news-index/) when they
done, and the political objective
fact
issued their blacklist. Poynter’s
achieved (https://in-this14
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managing editor, Barbara Allen, any evidence that challenges The US and EU pay lip service
said the purpose of the blacklist official narratives and policy to democratic values, operating
was as follows:
decisions. These fallible groups to eliminate governance of, by,
of people, no better informed and for everyone equitably
“…..to provide a useful tool for than anyone else, are being
where it exists.
readers to gauge the legitimacy used by the internet giants, at
of the information they were the behest of government, to While expressing support for
consuming……We began an censor what we can say online. fundamental freedoms, the West
audit to test the accuracy and
“greenlights the spread of Nazi
veracity of the list, and while we
ideology” in central Europe, the
feel that many of the sites did
Middle East, and elsewhere.
have a track record of
publishing unreliable
In the post-WW II era, “an
information, our review found
unprecedented migration crisis
weaknesses in the methodology.
is connected directly with
We detected inconsistencies
rampant terrorism in the Middle
between the findings of the Let’s ignore the
East and North Africa stemming
original databases that were the establishment’s fact checkers from (US-led) NATO
sources for the list and our own and hang on to our critical
aggression” in these regions.
rendering of the final report.” thinking skills for a while. It
looks like we are going to need Ongoing endlessly with no
This was tantamount to the
resolution in sight prevents
them more than ever.
IFCN admitting they chose who
restoration of peace, stability,
to put on their blacklist based
sustainable development,
Smashing Terrorists and
upon their feelings. When we
along with what’s “most
in Syria the Only important, the right to life,” said
look at who funds the IFCN it’s
pretty clear who those feelings
Lavrov.
Viable
Option
lean towards.
Russia stands for “advancing
Source:
When requested to evidence
https://stephenlendman.org/2020/02/s collective principles in its work
mashing-terrorists-in-syria-the-only- with the aim of developing
their decision the IFCN,
viable-option/
guardians of the fact checking
consensus approaches and
industry, couldn’t provide any.
saying no to confrontation.”
By Stephen Lendman
They had no relevant
information, had no evidence to
Among major powers, Russia is
Eliminating hot beds of
back up their opinion and were
the world’s leading proponent of
terrorism where it exists
simply stating something as a
resolving ongoing conflicts
“ensures humankind’s stable and
fact when it was nothing of the
diplomatically — ones the US
sustained development,”
sort.
and its imperial partners want
ordinary people benefitting
continued endlessly, blaming
most, said Lavrov, adding:
Just because an organisation
victims of their aggression for
claims they are a fact checker
high crimes committed against
US-led Western countries and
it doesn’t mean they check
them.
their imperial allies are on the
facts. They are essentially
wrong side of history, replacing
establishment stooges whose
The Trump and Turkish Erdogan
“recognized norms of
role it is to police information
regimes oppose Syria’s
international law” by operating
and make sure the wider
liberating struggle, using
extrajudicially.
public doesn’t have access to
jihadists as proxy troops against
15
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the country’s armed forces and
civilians.

Moscow and Damascus oppose
his cross-border adventurism.
With air cover, his offensive
would be severely limited.

On Tuesday, Pompeo turned
truth on its head, falsely blaming
Syria’s Bashar al-Assad for
On Wednesday, a statement by
US/Turkish aggression against Syria’s military said the
the Syrian Arab Republic and its following:
long-suffering people.
“Over the past few days, our
Russia’s involvement in Syria’s brave soldiers have been able to
liberating struggle since
establish control over many
September 2015 turned virtually towns, villages and strategic
certain elimination of its
hills including Rakaya Sajneh,
sovereignty and territorial
Ma’aret Mouqes, Kafr Sajneh,
integrity into hoped for
al-Sheikh Mustafa, Ma’ar Zita,
preserving what’s too vital to
Hass, Ma’aret Harmeh,
lose.
Kafranbel, Ba’rbou, al-Dar alKabira, Shinshrah, Deir
Advancing government forces
Sonboul and Hazarin, after
are liberating US/Turkisheliminating large numbers of
terrorist controlled areas one
terrorists and cutting their
city, town and village at a time.
supply routes.”

On Wednesday, Southfront
reported what US, other
Western, and Turkish media
suppressed, explaining:
“In southern Idlib, Syrian troops
took control of Hass, Kafr Nabl,
Bisaqla, Ba’rabu, Qiratah,
Sahab, Qa’uri and Deir Sunbol.
Kafr Nabl was the main strong
point of Turkish-backed forces
on this part of the frontline. Its
fall marks the collapse of the
group’s defenses in the area.”
On the same day, AMN News
said “jihadists are on the verge
of complete defeat in the Jabal
Al-Zawiya region, as troops
from the Syrian Arab Army
(SAA) continue to push north” in
Idlib and surrounding areas,
“capturing a dozen towns and
villages.”

They’re winning the struggle for “The army will continue to carry
Syria’s soul, the Trump and
out its sacred national duties An offensive by Turkish-backed
Erdogan regimes losing.
and its determination to liberate jihadists “backfired,”
all the lands of the Syrian Arab government forces smashing
Both figures rage publicly,
Republic from terrorism and its them.
bluster and bravado their
backers and to eliminate it
specialty.
completely.”
If Syria’s military reaches “the
Aleppo-Latakia Highway” in
On Wednesday, Erdogan
Russian Foreign Intelligence
Idlib, the jihadist “offensive in
admitted his limited ability to
Service head Sergey Naryshkin (the province’s east) will matter
wage an effective offensive in noted continued Western support very little, as (their fighters) will
Syria — because Russia controls for al-Qaeda-linked White
have lost the entire Jabal Alairspace over areas he seeks to Helmets and their antiZawiya region.”
control and annex.
government media war in Syria,
blaming government forces for Erdogan is long on bluster, way
Claiming his aggression is all
CW incidents they and jihadists short of winning the battle for
about “maintaining security
they support were responsible Idlib — because Russia is
along our borders” defied his
for.
committed to support
revanchist aims.
government forces smash
“Funded by (US and) British jihadists he and the Trump
Unacceptably demanding that
(regimes, White Helmets) spread regime back.
Syrian forces halt their liberating fabricated information against
advances, his threats of a major
Syria and its army.”
offensive are largely bluster.
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They’re losing, Syria winning
with considerable Russian air
support.

Russiagate 2 on
Everyone’s Mind

have now been confirmed! Per
one news report
(https://news.yahoo.com/uintelligence-told-lawmakers-russian002640269.html) the enemy is

Instead of cutting his losses and
focusing on internal affairs,
along with avoiding a rupture in
relations with reliable ally
Russia, Erdogan threatened to
create a greater quagmire for
himself and his military in Syria.

already at the gates: “U.S.
intelligence officials told
lawmakers last week that Russia
is interfering in the 2020
election campaign by aiming to
cast doubt on the integrity of the
vote and boost President Donald
Trump’s re-election.”

It’s a battle he can’t win because
Moscow is committed to Syria’s
Source: https://ahtribune.com/us/2020- And there’s more! In a New
liberating struggle.
election/3920-russiagate-2-onYork Times article headlined
everyones-mind.html
“Same Goal, Different
He also doesn’t want to lose a
Playbook: Why Russia Would
valued ally in Moscow.
By Philip Giraldi
Support Trump and Sanders:
Vladimir Putin is eager both to
It doesn’t mean he’ll call it quits
Those hapless individuals who take the sheen off U.S.
and back off from supporting
run the United States are again democracy and for a
jihadists in Syria any time soon
slipping into a fantasy world
counterpart who is less likely to
if at all, nor end his revanchist
where Americans are besieged challenge his territorial and
aims.
by imaginary threats coming
nuclear ambitions,” it was
from both inside and outside the revealed that the Kremlin is
It does mean that when he’s
country. Of course, it is
intending to also help Bernie
convinced he’s waging a losing
particularly convenient to warn Sanders, so whichever way the
battle, he’ll choose another
of foreign threats, as it makes
election goes they win.
option, hopefully for regional
the people in government seem
peace over endless war.
relevant and needed, but one
According to the Times Bernie
might recommend that the tune has been “warn[ed]… of
At the same time, he’s a tyrant
be changed as it is getting a bit evidence that he is the Russian
who’s unpredictable and can’t be
boring. After all, there are only president’s favorite Democrat.”
trusted, a handful for any foreign
so many hours in the day and
The article then goes on to
leader to deal with.
Russian President Vladimir
explain, relying on its
Putin must pause occasionally to anonymous sources, that “…to
The same goes for ordinary
eat or sleep, so the plotting to
the intelligence analysts and
Turks, forced to put up with his
destroy American democracy
outside experts who have spent
hardline rule.
must be on hold at least some of the past three years dissecting
the time.
Russian motives in the 2016
election, and who tried to limit
Yes, anonymous sources and the the effect of Moscow’s meddling
guys and gals who made the Iraq in the 2018 midterms, what is
war a reality are now claiming unfolding in 2020 makes perfect
that the Kremlin is at it again! sense. Mr. Trump and Mr.
Hints over the past year that
Sanders represent the most
Putin might try to replay 2016 in divergent ends of their
2020 only do it better this time
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respective parties, and both are
backed by supporters known
more for their passion than their
policy rigor, which makes them
ripe for exploitation by Russian
trolls, disinformation specialists
and hackers for hire seeking to
widen divisions in American
society.”
The Times article was written by
David Sanger, the paper’s
venerable national security
correspondent. He is reliably
wedded to Establishment views
of the Russian threat, as is his
newspaper, and strikes rock
bottom in his assessment when
he cites none other than
“Victoria Nuland, who in a long
diplomatic career had served
both Republican and
Democratic administrations,
and had her phone calls
intercepted and broadcast by
Russian intelligence services.”
Nuland, clearly the victim of a
nefarious Russian intelligence
operation that recorded her
saying “fuck the EU,” opined
that “Any figures that radicalize
politics and do harm to center
views and unity in the United
States are good for Putin’s
Russia.” Nuland is perhaps best
known for her role in spending
$5 billion in U.S. taxpayer
money to overthrow the
legitimate government of
Ukraine. She is married to
leading neoconservative Robert
Kagan, which Sanger fails to
mention, and is currently a
nonresident fellow at the liberal
interventionist Brookings
Institution. She also works at
former Clinton Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright’s

consultancy, presumably for the
Benjamins. Albright, one might
recall, thought that killing
500,000 Iraqi children through
U.S. sanctions was “worth it.”

So those wily Russians are
making themselves look like
Iranians and they are planning
on “feeding disinformation” to
“unsuspecting Americans”
consisting of “conspiracy
Given the fact that Russia will theories” and “baseless
have very limited resources in claims.” Sounds like a plan to
their effort to corrupt American me as the various occupants of
democracy, which is, by the way, the White House and Congress
doing a very good job of selfhave been doing exactly that
destruction without any outside for the past twenty years. That
help, how exactly will they do we had a national election in
it? Sanger explains “As they
2016 in which a reality
focus on evading more vigilant television personality ran
government agencies and
against an unindicted criminal
technology companies trying to would seem to indicate that the
identify and counter malicious effort to brainwash the
online activity, the Russians are American people has already
boring into Iranian cyberoffense been successful.
units, apparently so that they
can initiate attacks that look as The usual bottom feeders are
if they originate in Iran — which also piling on to the Russian
itself has shown interest in
interference story. Jane Harman,
messing with the American
former congresswoman who
electoral process… And, in one once colluded with Israeli
of the most effective twists, they intelligence to lobby the
are feeding disinformation to
Department of Justice to drop
unsuspecting Americans on
criminal charges
Facebook and other social
(https://www.salon.com/test/2009/04/2
media. By seeding conspiracy
0/harman/) against two employees
theories and baseless claims on of AIPAC in exchange for
the platforms, Russians hope
Israel’s support to make her
everyday Americans will
chair of the House Intelligence
retransmit those falsehoods from Committee, warns “How
their own accounts. That is an dangerous it would be if we lose
attempt to elude Facebook’s
the tip of the spear against those
efforts to remove disinformation, who would destroy us.”
which it can do more easily
when it flags ‘inauthentic
Former CIA Director John
activity,’ like Russians posing as Brennan also has something to
Americans. It is much harder to say. He is “very disturbed” by
ban the words of real
his conviction that Russia is
Americans, who may be
actively meddling in the 2020
parroting a Russian story line, campaign in support of President
even unintentionally.”
Trump. He said “We are now in
a full-blown national security
crisis. By trying to prevent the
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flow of intelligence to Congress,
Trump is abetting a Russian
covert operation to keep him in
office for Moscow’s interests,
not America’s.” Brennan is best
known for having orchestrated
the illegal campaign to vilify
Trump and his associates prior
to, during and after the 2016
election. He also participated in
a weekly meeting with Barack
Obama where he and the
president would add and remove
names from a “kill list” of U.S.
citizens residing overseas. He
and his boss should both be in
prison, but they are instead fêted
as American patriots. Go figure.

In American Establishment
Coronavirus:
groupthink there is one standard
Hysteria reaches
for what Washington does and
quite a different standard for
“tipping point”
everyone else. Does it shock any
American to know that the
United States has interfered in
scores of elections all over the
world ever since the Second
World War, to include those in
places like France and Italy well
into the 1980s? And in
somewhat more kinetic covert
actions, actually removing
Source: https://offMohammed Mossadeq in Iran, guardian.org/2020/02/25/coronavirusSalvador Allende in Chile,
hysteria-reaches-tipping-point/
Jacobo Arbenz in Guatemala and
By Catte Black
Mohamed Morsi in Egypt just
for starters, not even considering
In Hubei Province, China, where
Time to take a step back from
the multiple plots to kill Fidel
the developing panic. As usual, Castro. And it continues to do so the ‘new’ virus was first
the U.S. government intelligence today openly in places like Iran diagnosed, and where the vast
majority of the cases have
agencies have produced no
and Venezuela while also
actual evidence that Moscow is claiming hypocritically that the occurred, it’s no longer
up to anything, and there are
U.S. is “exceptional” and also a considered necessary to test for
already reports that the Office of “force for good.” That anyone the presence of CV antibodies
National Intelligence briefer
should be genuinely worrying before diagnosing the disease.
“overstated” her case against the about Russian proxies buying
Let’s say that again.
Kremlin in her briefing of the
and distributing a couple of
House Intelligence Committee. hundred thousands of dollars’
Sure, the Russians have an
worth of ads in an election in The epicentre of the so-called
interest in an American election which many billions of dollars’ new virus outbreak is currently
and will favor candidates like
worth of propaganda will be diagnosing new cases of the
Trump and Sanders that are not on the table is ridiculous. It is disease without testing for the
virus.
outright hostile to them, but to time to stop blaming Russia
claim as the NY Times does that for the failure of America’s
Instead they are relying on
Russia has incompatible
ruling class to provide an
‘clinical diagnosis’, which is
“territorial and nuclear
honest and accountable
interests” is a stretch. And yes, government and one that does defined as [our emphasis]:
Moscow will definitely use its not go around the world
The estimated identification of
available intelligence resources looking for trouble. That is
the disease underlying a
to monitor the nomination and what the 2020 election should
patient’s complaints based
election process while also
really be all about.
merely on signs, symptoms and
clandestinely doing what it can
medical history of the patient
to improve the chances of those
rather than on laboratory
individuals they approve of.
examination or medical
That is what intelligence
imaging.
agencies do.
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Which means physicians look at previous day. The province said Or is it, as Jon Rappoport
presenting symptoms and make
it is starting to include
suggests
a guess on what is causing them. “clinically diagnosed” cases in (https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/), a
its figures and that 13,332 of cynical bid to drive up the
Now if you’re talking about
the new cases fall under that numbers in pursuit of eversomething like Smallpox that
classification.
valuable fear porn?
option can make some sense –
because Smallpox presents with By CNBC’s figures, fully 89% That this alleged outbreak is
one very distinct clinical feature (https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/13/cor being used to promote fear as
onavirus-latest-updates-china– a recognisable rash – that
a backing for a number of
hubei.html) of the “new cases”
makes it fairly easy to
control-based agendas is
reported
in
Hubei
province
have
distinguish from other viral
undeniable, and we have
never been tested for the virus. already pointed this out in
agents or other disease
processes.
previous articles - https://offAccording to Our World in Data guardian.org/?
But the ‘new’ coronavirus does (https://ourworldindata.org/pneumonia s=coronavirus&submit=Search (not
not do that. In fact, symptoms of ), roughly 180,000 people die of to mention the financial aspect pneumonia in China every year. https://offthe ‘new’ CV are exactly like
guardian.org/2020/01/25/coronavirussymptoms of the numerous ‘old’ Under this new system, all of
update-following-the-money/). The
CVs, and indeed of the common those people could be diagnosed
simple truth is that the reality of
with coronavirus.
cold or flu. Cough, fever,
this ‘new’ virus, even as defined
malaise, upper respiratory tract
Further, “signs of pneumonia” by those promoting panic, does
inflammation and (in severe
not merit the fear being sold to
cases) lung involvement – up to don’t have to be a sign of any
us on its behalf.
disease at all. Pneumonic
and including full-blown
symptoms can come simply as
pneumonia.
the result of being exposed to a Here are some stats for you,
compiled by Kit Knightly.
The only way to differentiate a heavily polluted air
(https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/202
case of ‘new’ CV from severe
• There currently 80,348
regular flu, viral pneumonia or 0/02/23/wuhan-and-the-polluted-aircases, or 0.0011% of the
as-a-cause-of-epidemic-illness/),
even environmental lung
global population.
something
very
common
in
disease, is by testing for
antibodies. If they aren’t doing China’s densely populated urban
centres.
• Over 77,000 (97%)
this, physicians in Hubei
cases, and 2664 deaths
Province are now at grave risk of
A
major
question
here
has
to
be
(98%) are from China,
essentially diagnosing every
and a large portion of
single case of pneumonia or lung – why? Why take a step that
inevitably
increases
the
number
those were “clinically
inflammation they see as the
of false positives? Why
diagnosed” (ie. untested).
new CV.
intentionally inflate the apparent
• The 2707 deaths
Which goes quite a long way to caseload? What rational benefit
can
there
be
in
that?
(allegedly) due to
explaining the sudden increase
Coronavirus mean it has
in cases [our emphasis]:
Is it some form of hyperdeath rate of just 3.4%.
caution?
They
would
rather
(For cases outside China,
China’s Hubei province reported
throw
the
net
too
wide
than
risk
that number drops to
an additional 242 deaths and
missing
cases?
1.6%)
14,840 new cases as of Feb. 12
— a sharp increase from the
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Conversely, over 40,000 020/jan/30/coronavirus-what-otherpublic-health-emergencies-has-thecases are considered
who-declared)
mild, and over 27,000
have been cured.
Why is Italy going into
lockdown and granting itself
For the sake of further
reassurance, study these tables: “emergency powers”
(https://www.france24.com/en/202001
•

to much more alarming but
hidden statistics.

Well, that is possible of course.
But similar claims were made
about SARS, Swine Flu and all
the other non-event overhyped
‘death bugs’ we have been told
31-italy-declares-state-of-emergencyabout in recent times.
over-coronavirus) based on seven
deaths from a disease with a
At this stage, it might seem
mortality rate about the same as
more likely that ‘new CV’ is
severe regular flu?
just another one of these. The
(https://www.who.int/mediacentre/new
latest scare tactic being used to
s/statements/2017/flu/en/)
close down rational thinking in
the world populace and
Why has the UK government
normalise increased
granted itself similar powers
government control.
(https://www.gov.uk/government/news/
health-secretary-announcesstrengthened-legal-powers-to-bolsterpublic-health-protections-againstcoronaviruse..69i57.5926j0j4&sourcei
d=chrome&ie=UTF-8) based on a

That the Chinese government
might be party to any such idea
might seem unthinkable to those
who like their geopolitics simple
disease that has infected only 13 and binary, but can’t be
citizens, 8 of whom are already rationally excluded.
recovered?
(https://www.worldometers.info/corona Time will tell of course. But if –
virus/)
as we consider overwhelmingly
likely – this ‘new’ scare bug
Why are hotels
turns out to have been as
(https://www.theguardian.com/world/2 overhyped as all the rest, maybe
020/feb/25/tenerife-coronavirusthose panicking in our comments
Essentially, unless you are either guests-hotel-quarantined) and cruise and elsewhere will learn a
elderly or already sick, there’s ships being quarantined?
valuable lesson, and decline to
very little chance you are in
(https://www.princess.com/news/notice play along with this particular
s_and_advisories/notices/diamonddanger.
sick little game next time?
princess-update.html)
On what rational basis can a
disease with this profile possibly Some (including US Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo justify the government and
media response worldwide? Are https://www.theguardian.com/world/liv
e/2020/feb/25/coronavirus-livewe really approaching a “tipping updates-outbreak-latest-news-italypoint”?
italia-deaths-symptoms-china-stocks(https://www.theguardian.com/world/2 wall-street-dow-jones-economy-falls)
020/feb/23/world-is-approachingare claiming the disease is being
coronavirus-tipping-point-experts-say) under-reported by China (and
Does this sound like a “public Iran), and the panic is a response
health emergency”?
(https://www.theguardian.com/global/2
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